### ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Slide uprights (A) into sleeves on net (B) as shown.

2. Line up holes in uprights (A) with grommet in net (B). Thread guy ropes (C) through grommet in the top of net (B).

3. Attach tension bar to other end of guy rope (C). Tie guy rope (C) to top of net (B) and upright (A), as shown.

4. Secure bottom of net (B) to upright (A) using tie wrap (F) supplied as shown.

5. Erect net assembly in desired location as shown. Drive in one anchoring peg (E) next to each one of the upright (A), as shown, leaving them each approximately 1 1/2” out of ground.

6. Place one of the uprights (A) over plastic anchoring peg (E) and properly adjust guy ropes (C) tension using tension bar (D).

7. Use field cones (G) to mark playing field boundaries.

---

**PARTS INCLUDED:**
- PART A - 2 pieces (Uprights)
- PART B - 1 piece (Net)
- PART C - 2 pieces (Guy Ropes)
- PART D - 4 pieces (Rope Tension Bar)
- PART E - 6 pieces (Anchoring Pegs)
- PART F - 2 pieces (Tie Wrap)
- PART G - 4 pieces (Field Cones)
- PART H - 1 piece (Ball)

**NOTE:** Unpack all parts. Lay out all pieces on ground in assembly order. Guy ropes may be rolled up in net (C).